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22 The identification of the male figure in the painting as Giovanni Arnolfini has recently 
been questioned and the most recent catalogue of the National Gallery of Art in London 
lists the title of the painting with a question mark after the name “Giovanni.”  See Lorne 
Campbell, The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools (London: National Gallery 





























































































































                                                 
30 Carol J. Purtle, “The Iconography of Campin’s Madonnas in Interiors: A Search for 
Common Ground,”  In: Susan Foister and Susie Nash, eds. Robert Campin: New Directions 

















                                                 
32 Craig Harbison, The Mirror of the Artist: Northern Renaissance Art in its Historical Context 
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1995), 35. 
33 Millard Meiss, “’Highlands’ in the Lowlands: Jan van Eyck, the Master of Flémalle and 
the Franco-Italian Tradition,” in The Painter’s Choice: Problems in the Interpretation of 
Renaissance Art  (New York: Harper and Row, 1976), 40-41.  Erwin Panofsky mentions 
that Jan van Eyck served an elite clientelle while Robert Campin’s patrons came from the 
upper middle classes although he does not specifically discuss this in the context of 
domestic imagery.  See Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting: Its Origin and 

























                                                 






























































      2 coffer‐type benches 
      2 regular benches 
      4 stools 
      2 cushions 
      1 dresser 
      1 linen chest 
      1 table 
      1 bedframe with a canopy 
      2 chairs 





















      Main Room 
      1 long bench 
      1 small coffer‐type bench 
      1 small stove/burner 
      1 dresser 
      1 round table 
      3 stools and a backgammon game board 
      1 painting on cloth (subject not specified) 
 
      Kitchen 
      1 case‐type coffer with four locks 
      1 black kettle 
      4 candleholders 
      1 bread/baking pan with an iron spoon for basting 
       
      Antechamber 
      1 mattress with bedframe and blue woolen bedding 
      1 bench 
      1 small table with a stool and a chair 
 
      Chamber 
      1 mattress with bedframe and blue woolen bedding 
      2 benches (one with a back) 
 30
      2 cushions 
      1 table with two chairs 
      1 coffer‐type bench 
      1 painting on cloth (subject not specified) 
      1 daybed with blue woolen bedding and underneath 
        this bed a mattress 
 
      Devotional Area 
      1 small coffer 
      3 blue woolen cushions on a small bed draped in 










































































































































































42 Each of the 14 volumes in the corpus is dedicated to assigning paintings to particular 











































































                                                 
43 John Loughman and John Michael Montias,  Public and Private Spaces: Works of Art in 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 

















                                                 
85 “Kleine Inventarissen,” 304. 
86 “Inventaris van Lisbette Roucx,” 46. 
87 Jozef De Coo, “A Medieval Look at the Merode Annunciation," Zeitschrift für 






















                                                 
88 Catherine Reynolds, “Reality and Image: Interpreting Three Paintings of the Virgin and 
Child in an Interior Associated with Campin,”  In Robert Campin: New Directions in  


















                                                 
89 Millard Meiss, “The Madonna of Humility,” Art Bulletin 28 (1936): 434-464 and Carol J. 


















                                                 
90 Carla Gottlieb has written extensively on the window in art in general and on the 
windows in Campin’s Mérode Altarpiece in particular.  However she does not address any 
relationship between the hearth and window.  See Carla Gottlieb, The Window in Art: 
From the Window of God to the Vanity of Man, (New York: Abaris Books,1981) and Carla 
Gottlieb, “Respiciens per Fenestras: The Symbolism of the Mérode Altarpiece,” Oud 
Holland 85 (1970): 65-84. 
91 Purtle, “The Iconography of Campin’s Madonnas in Interiors: A Search for Common 























                                                 















                                                 
93 The idea that certain motifs identify works of art with a specific workshop has also 
been discussed in terms of the punched decoration on gold ground tempera paintings 
produced in 14th and 15th century Italy and Bohemia.  Frinta notes that the shapes of 
decorative punches can indicate the production of a painting by a specific master and/or 
workshop.  See Mojmír Frinta, “An Investigation of the Punched Decoration of 
Mediaeval Italian and Non-Italian Panel Paintings,” Art Bulletin 47 (June 1965): 261-265. 
94 Harbison, Mirror, 14-15.  Although she does not necessarily agree with Harbison’s 
interpretation, Ann Roberts offers a good discussion of Bruges city views in the paintings 
of the Master of the Legend of St. Lucy.  See Ann M. Roberts, “The City and the Convent: 
The Virgin of the Rose Garden by the Master of the Legend of St. Lucy,” Bulletin of the 


















                                                 
95 Stephen H. Goddard, “Brocade Patterns in the Shop of the Master of Frankfurt: An 
Accessory to Stylistic Analysis,” Art Bulletin 67 (September 1985): 403-404, 407. 
96 Ferenc Batári, “The ‘Memling’ Carpets,” In Hans Memling: Essays (Bruges: Stedelijke 













































                                                 
97 The ninth image is the fragment of the Magdalen Reading.  A possible drawing of the 
original composition by the Master of the Coburg Roundels and Ward’s reconstruction of 
the composition do not include a bed as part of the interior furnishings.  See John L. 
Ward, “A Proposed Reconstruction of an Altarpiece by Rogier van der Weyden,” Art 
Bulletin 53  (March 1971): 27-35 and Dirk De Vos, Rogier van der Weyden: The Complete 




















                                                 
98 Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting, 254. 


































                                                 
100 There are a handful of paintings not produced by Rogier van der Weyden that show 
the rope and/or rod system of bed canopies but these are isolated examples and no other 

















                                                 
101 Philippe Contamine, “Peasant Hearth to Papal Palace: The Fourteenth and Fifteenth 
Centuries,”  In A History of Private Life: Revelations of the Medieval World (Cambridge: 


















                                                 
102 For this and the following information on Alienor de Poitier's treatise see Eames, 
Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands, 268-271.  Eames reproduces both the 


















                                                 
103 Eames, Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands, 268-271. 






























































                                                 
105 Maryan Ainsworth, Gerard David: Purity of Vision in an Age of Transition, (New York: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1998), 295. 


















                                                 
107 Antoon Viaene, “Woning en Handwerk: Bouwstoffen voor een archeologisch 
glossarium.”  Biekorf: Westvlaams Archief voor Geschiedenis, Oudheidkunde en Folklore 62 
(1961): 416. 





































                                                 
109 Viaene, “Figurative Vroomheid,” 271-274,  Antoon Viaene, “In het Sterfhuis von 
Kanunnik Vrombout Brugge 1510,”  Biekorf: Westvlaams Archief voor Geschiedenis, 
Oudheidkunde en Folklore 65 (1964), 339-342, and Antoon Viaene, “Woning en Huisraad 
van Jakob Balderan: Pastoor van Sint-Janskerk te Brugge 1460,” Biekorf: Westvlaams 

























                                                 
110 Jean C. Wilson, Painting in Bruges at the Close of the Middle Ages: Studies in Society and 
















































































                                                 
111 Maryan W. Ainsworth and Keith Christainsen, ed., From Van Eyck to Bruegel: Early 
Netherlandish Painting in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, (New York: Metropolitan 






































                                                 



















                                                 
113 Viaene, “Figurative Vroomheid,” 271-274. 






































                                                 






















                                                 
116 Erwin Panofsky, “Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,” 117‐127. 
 104
Table 1:  Frequency of Occurrence of Specific Objects in Paintings with Domestic 
Interior Settings 
 
  Furniture        238/287  83% 
Textiles        228/287  79% 
  Books         184/287  64% 
  Metal Vessels      148/287  52% 
  Candle Holders      81/287   28% 
  Glass Vessels      48/287   17% 
  Stained Glass      38/287   13% 
  Majolica        27/287   9% 
  Sculpture        22/287   8% 
  Panel Paintings      18/287   7% 
  Oriental Rugs      23/287   8% 
  Heraldic Devices      12/287   4% 
  Mirrors        11/287   4% 
  Prints         7/287    2% 
  Tapestries        7/287    2% 

























                                                 
117 Julien Chapuis suggests that art historians’ focus on panel paintings originated with 
the 1902 exhibit “Les Primitifs flamands et l’art ancien” in Bruges which heavily 
promoted panel paintings over other types of art.  Julien Chapuis, “Early Netherlandish 
Painting: Shifting Perspectives,” In From Van Eyck to Bruegel: Early Netherlandish Painting 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Maryan W. Ainsworth and Keith Christiansen, ed. 
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1998), 3.  The issue was also presented by 
Martha Wolff in her address to the 2002 Historians of Netherlandish Art conference in 
Antwerp.  See “The State of Research in Fifteenth-Century Netherlandish Art,” 
http://www.hnanews.org/2002/wolff.htm. 






















                                                 
119 Van Mander, Dutch and Flemish Painters, 89.  In addition, Jean Wilson discusses the 
variety of work (in particular decorative projects) executed by painters.  See Wilson, 
Painting in Bruges, 143-147. 



















                                                 















                                                 
122 Diane Wolfthal, The Beginnings of Early Netherlandish Canvas Painting: 1400-1530  
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 6. 
123 Although Wolfthal’s study focuses on guild regulations in the city of Bruges the 
painting of cloth supports by panel painters was most likely practiced in other cities as 
well.  Van Mander mentions that Rogier van der Weyden (who worked in Louvain and 
Brussels) executed paintings on cloth and even comments that, “...Herein was he a good 



















                                                 
124 Wolfthal, Beginnings, 6. 



















                                                 
126 Biekorf vol. 64, 46. 

















                                                 
128 Biekorf vol. 64, 271-274. 



















                                                 

















                                                 
131 Domestic paintings that do not include depictions of furniture are usually close-up 
portraits of individuals, the Virgin and Child, or the Holy Family placed next to a 
window or wall that is clearly not ecclesiastical in its materials, construction, or 
decoration.  I have considered such images “domestic” for the purposes of my study.  
132 See, for example, Harbison, Mirror of the Artist, 27. 


















                                                 
134 Eames, Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands, 231.  The use of paint as 
decoration on fifteenth century furnishings is also discussed by Eric Mercer.  See Eric 



















                                                 
135 Eames, Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands, 231.  














                                                 
137 Documents indicate that in the city of Bruges joiners were allowed to carve relief 
decorations that were physically part of the furniture form.  However, any type of 
appliqué ornament was the privilege of sculptors.  John W. Steyaert, Late Gothic Sculpture: 
The Burgundian Netherlands (Ghent: Ludion Press, 1994), 15. 
138 Eames, Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands, 233-234 and Mercer, Furniture 
700-1700, 85.  Mercer states that in Holland and France carpenters and joiners were in the 
same guild.  In Holland this was the case until the sixteenth century.  Eames notes that 
the distinction between the tasks of joiners and carpenters is often fuzzy and varied 
according to local guild regulations but clearly painters and joiners/carpenters were 
separated and that painters applied gilding and/or polychromy to furniture pieces. 
139 Eames cites separate payments made to different types of craftsmen recorded in the 
account books of the Duke of Burgundy.  See Eames, Furniture in England, France and the 

















                                                 
140 It is interesting to consider that early museum curators and conservators, taking their 
cues from depictions of furnishings in panel paintings, may have been more inclined to 
remove paint from extant fifteenth century furnishings. 
141 In compiling my statistical study I considered the Crucifix in the window of 
Hieronymous Bosch’s “Death and the Miser” as a sculpture, however the rays of light 
surrounding it indicate that it is more likely a vision.  If it is a sculpture then it is the only 



















                                                 
142 Steyaert, Late Gothic Sculpture, 15. 












































                                                 
144 Millard Meiss, "Light as Form and Symbol in Some Fifteenth-Century Paintings," Art 











    visible on pages      122 /184  66% 
  Book shown closed       59/184   32% 
  Book shown open but positioned so 
    only cover or edge is shown  13/184   7% 
  Book shown open but pages unclear  12/184   6.5% 
  Book shown open with visible  







                                                 




















                                                 






































                                                 
147 Elizabeth Honig, Painting and the Market in Early Modern Antwerp (New Haven: Yale 


















                                                 
148 David Landau and Peter Parshall, The Renaissance Print: 1470-1550 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1994), 7. 
149 Arthur M. Hind, An Introduction to the History of Woodcut (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 


















                                                 
150 Hind, Introduction to a History of Woodcut, 81. 




















                                                 
152 Peter Parshall, “Art and the Theater of Knowledge: The Origins of Print Collecting in 
Northern Europe,” Harvard University Art Museums Bulletin 2 (Spring 1994): 7-36. 






































                                                 
154 For this and the following see Frances Marjorice Graves, Deux Inventaires de la Maison 



















                                                 



















                                                 




















                                                 
157 Sabine Melchior-Bonnet, The Mirror: A History, Translated by Katherine H. Jewett 


















                                                 
158 Melchior-Bonnet, The Mirror, 16. 

















                                                 
160 James Marrow argues a similar motivation at work in the composition of Rogier van 
der Weyden’s St. Luke Drawing the Virgin.  He states, “...I believe that Rogier quoted van 
Eyck’s [Rolin] composition in order to identify himself as an heir to the artistic tradition 
represented by van Eyck.”  See James H. Marrow, “Artistic Identity in Early 
Netherlandish Painting: the Place of Rogier van der Weyden’s St. Luke Drawing the 
Virgin,” in Rogier van der Weyden St. Luke Drawing the Virgin: Selected Essays in Context, 











  Circle of Robert Campin      4/27    15% 
  Circle of Gerard David      4/27    15% 
  Bernard van Orley        3/27    11% 
  Jan Provost          3/27    11% 
Master of St. Ursula      2/27    7%   
Lucas van Leyden        2/27    7% 


























                                                 
161 Ellen Callmann, “Campin’s Majolica Pitcher,” Art Bulletin 64 (December 1982): 630. 

















                                                 
163 Although de Bruin’s article has traditionally been treated with some skepticism, the research by 
Goldthwaite and the example of Derik Baegert perhaps lend greater possibility to de Bruin’s 
proposition.  T.L. de Bruin, “Le Maitre de Flémalle et sa Crypto-Signature,” Gazette des 
Beaux-Arts 67 (1966): 6.   
164 Richard A. Goldthwaite, “The Economic and Social World of Italian Renaissance 
































  Tall, double‐handled vase     7/27    26% 
  Tall, single‐handle pitcher    6/27    22% 
  Plain vase          3/27    11% 
  Pharmacy Jar        3/27    11% 
  Plate            2/27    7% 
  Short, double‐handled vase    1/27    4% 
























    Annunciation    17/27    63% 
    Virgin and Child    4/27    15% 




                                                 
166Goldthwaite, “The Economic and Social World of Italian Renaissance Maiolica,”  3,5. 














  Circle of Bernard van Orley    6/23    26% 
  Circle of Hans Memling      6/23    26%   
  Circle of Jan van Eyck      3/23    13% 

























                                                 
168 A. Juvet-Michel, "The Use of the Oriental Carpet and its Part in European Painting,"  


































  Single stem holder with candle    48/81    59% 
  Long, hand‐held taper candle    21/81    26% 
  Single holder attached to wall    12/81    15% 
    without a candle 
  Single holder attached to wall    9/81    11% 
    with candle 
  Chandelier with one or more    7/81    9% 
    candles 
  Single holder attached to wall    7/81    9% 
    with candle and round 
                                                 
169 Thuis in de late middelleeuwen, 69. 
170 The numbers in the table add up to more than 81 as some paintings show more than 
one type of candle holder. 
 145
    reflective plate behind 
  Chandelier without candles    6/81    7% 
  Single stem holder without candle  3/81    4% 
  Single stem holder with 3 branches  2/81    2% 
    and one candle 















                                                 
171 Timothy Husband, ed., The Secular Spirit: Life and Art at the End of the Middle Ages, 












Death of the Virgin       22/81    27% 
St. Jerome          14/81    17% 
Annunciation        13/81    16% 
Misc. Saints          9/81    11% 
Birth Scenes         6/81    7% 




                                                 












  Circle of Joos van Cleve      11/81    14% 
  Marinus van Reymerswaele    7/81    9% 
  Circle of Robert Campin      6/81    7% 
  Circle of Hugo van der Goes    6/81    7% 
  Circle of Quentin Massys      5/81    6% 






















                                                 
173 Further hindering the discussion of textiles is the fact that all of the illustrations in the 
Friedländer corpus are in black and white.  While color reproductions can be found of 
some of the images in public museums, many of the paintings illustrated in Friedländer 
are in private collections and therefore could not be examined in color to comment on 







Plain wool furniture drape    112/228  49% 
Plain wool bedding/bed hangings  98/228   43% 
Plain wool covered cushions    53/228   23% 
Velvet or silk canopy      25/228   11% 
Linen towel          22/228   10% 
Embroidered or tapestry cushion  11/228   5% 
Plain wool curtain        10/228   4% 
Velvet or silk cushion      9/228    4% 
Velvet or silk furniture drape    7/228    3% 
Combination wool & velvet/silk   3/228    1% 
  bedding/bed hangings 






          Plain woolen textiles      297/352  84% 
          Luxury textiles        55/352   16% 
 
                                                 
174 As with the discussion of book types, the number of different types of textiles is 


















                                                 
175 "Kleine Inventarissen," 304. 
















                                                 
177 Two excellent and concise articles that summarize primary source descriptions of 
clothing of household textiles used by the Court of Burgundy are H. Wescher, "Fashion 
and Elegance at the Court of Burgundy," CIBA Review 51 (July 1946), 1841-1848 and H. 
Wescher, "Fabrics and Colours in the Ceremonial of the Court of Burgundy," CIBA Review 
51 (July 1946), 1850-1856.  
178Frances Marjorice Graves,  Deux inventaires de la maison d’Orleans (1389 et 1408), 
(Paris, 1926), 71. 
















                                                 
180 Thomas P. Campbell, Tapestry in the Renaissance: Art and Magnificence (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2002), 13 and Guy Delmarcel, Flemish Tapestry (London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1999), 16. 
181 Campbell, Tapestry, 23 and Wilson, Painting in Bruges, 30. 





































                                                 
183 Campbell, Tapestry in the Renaissance, 287. 


















                                                 
185 Emoke Laszlo and Corvina Kiado, Flemish and French Tapestries in Hungary (Budapest: 
Revai Printing House, 1981), 22. 
186 Delmarcel, Flemish Tapestry, 47 and Campbell, Tapestry in the Renaissance, 49, 133-134. 




















  Smooth Beaker        29/90    32% 
  Flask            25/90    28% 
  Beaker with Prunts       18/90    20% 
  Pitcher/Ewer         11/90    12% 
  Covered Goblet        6/90    7% 
  Smooth, Stemmed Goblet     1/90    1% 
                                                 


















                                                 
189 Caroline Hess and Timothy Husband, European Glass in the J. Paul Getty Museum (Los 
Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1997), 25. 
190 Excavations in Bruges, Utrecht, Delft, and Göttingen have recovered examples of such 
beakers.  Hess and Husband, European Glass, 28-29, 37-39.  Also "Dumping in the Past" 
exhibition Bruges Archeological Museum. 

















Circle of Joos van Cleve      10/28    36% 
Circle of Jan van Eyck      2/28    7% 




                                                 




Annunciation        6/28    21% 
St. Jerome          6/28    21% 
Death of the Virgin       5/28    18% 

































  Pitcher          122/458  27% 
  Knives          62/458   13% 
  Plates           61/458   13% 
  Covered Dish        48/458   10% 
  Basin            32/458   7% 
  Small Bowl          30/458   6% 
  Footed or Plain Cup      20/458   4% 
  Ewer            18/458   4% 
  Flask            15/458   3% 
  Censer          13/458   3% 
                                                 
195 Bruges archeological Museum, “Dumping in the Past,” 2000. 
 161
  Hanging Lantern/Lamp      10/458   2% 
  Pail            9/458    2% 
  Vase            7/458    1.5% 
  Chamber Pot        5/458    1% 
  Chalice          3/458    .6% 













  Annunciation        7/32    22% 
  Birth Scenes         7/32    22% 
  Virgin and Child        6/32    19% 


















  Heraldic Designs        15/38    39% 
  Figural Designs196        15/38    39% 




                                                 
196 I have included in the "figural designs" category several paintings where the window 
contains a roundel that presumably would have had a figural design on it although the 

























































  Albert Bouts     Annunciation (3 versions) 
  Follower of Dieric Bouts  Annunciation 
  Master of 1499    Diptych of Christian de Hondt 
  Master of the Legend  Legend of St. Catherine 
    of St. Catherine 
  Colijn de Coter    St. Luke Painting the Virgin 
  Gerard David    Annunciation 
  Master of St. Augustine  Death of St. Augustine 
  Bernard van Orley    Virgin and Child with St. Catherine 
  Bernard van Orley    Portrait of Jean Charondelet 
  Joos van Cleve    Death of the Virgin (2 versions) 



























































































































































































































Table 19: Subjects with Domestic Settings 
Annunciation   57/287  20% 
Virgin and Child   48/287  17% 
  Portraits        47/287   16% 
  Death Scenes      22/287   8% 
  Mary Magdelene      17/287   6% 
  Saint Jerome       15/287   5% 
  Birth Scenes       13/287   5% 
  Last Supper        10/287   3% 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
243 Hand, Joos van Cleve, 198. 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I 14-15 Jan van Eyck Ghent Annunciation x 1,2 x 12
I 19 Jan van Eyck Ince Hall Madonna x 1 x 15
I 20 Jan van Eyck Arnolfini Wedding x 10
I 52 Jan van Eyck Lucca Madonna x 12
I 73 Petrus Christus Portrait Edward Grymeston
I 77 Petrus Christus Annunciation (Berlin) x 1
I 78 Petrus Christus Virgin Enthroned Jerome x 2
I 80 Petrus Christus Portrait Young Lady
I 91 Petrus Christus Portrait of Young Man x 1
I 103 Petrus Christus St. Jerome x 1,2
I 104 Petrus Christus Portraits of Donors x 1
I 109 Petrus Christus Virgin and Child (Kansas City x 1 x 11
I 111 Petrus Christus Death of the Virgin x 2 x 7
II 4 R. van der Weyde Birth of St. John (Berlin)
II 4 R. van der Weyde Birth of St. John (Frankfurt)
II 16 R. van der Weyde Annunciation (Antwerp) x 1
II 17 R. van der Weyde Annunciation (Louvre) x 1 x 8,11
II 20 R. van der Weyde Mary Magdalene Reading x 1
II 39 R. van der Weyde Dream of Pope Sergius x 3
II 59 R. van der Weyde Bladelin Altarpiece
II 69 R. van der Weyde Annunciation (New York) x 1
II 72 R. van der Weyde Annunciation (Columba) x 1
II 77 Robert Campin Merode Altarpiece x 1,3 x 6,8,9
II 77 Robert Campin Annunciation (Cassel) x 1,3 x 6,8,9
II 77 Robert Campin Annunciation (Genoa) x 1,3 x 6,8,9
II 80 Robert Campin Annunciation (Brussels) x 1(2) x 8,9,14
II 85 Robert Campin Salting Madonna x 1
II 93 Robert Campin Virgin and Child (Leningrad)
II 96-97 Robert Campin Werl Altarpiece Shutters x 1 x 9
II 103 Anonymous Death of the Virgin x 1,2 x 6,7
II 120 Rogier Follower Virgin and Child (Brussels)
II 120 Rogier Follower Virgin and Child (Cassel)
II 120 Rogier Follower Virgin and Child with Donor
II 124 Rogier Follower Virgin and Child (St. Louis)
II 124 Rogier Follower Virgin and Child (Tournai)
II 126 Garofalo Holy Family
II 133 Rogier Follower Tiburtine Sibyl
II 140 V. van der Stockt Female Donor w/ St. Margare x 1
II 143 Campin Follower Holy Family x 1 x 8(2)
II 143 V. van der Stockt Annunciation (Dijon) x 4
III 2 Dieric Bouts Annunciation (Madrid) x 1 x 11
III 20 Dieric Bouts Portrait of a Man
III 22 Dieric Bouts Virgin and Child (London)
III 24 Dieric Bouts Jesus in House of Simon x 8(2)














I 14-15 Jan van Eyck
I 19 Jan van Eyck x 23
I 20 Jan van Eyck x   17,25,31,32
I 52 Jan van Eyck x 33
I 73 Petrus Christus
I 77 Petrus Christus x 17,28,35
I 78 Petrus Christus x 33
I 80 Petrus Christus
I 91 Petrus Christus
I 103 Petrus Christus x 23,32,40
I 104 Petrus Christus x 29
I 109 Petrus Christus x 17,25,32,35
I 111 Petrus Christus x 17,23,25,35
II 4 R. van der Weyde x 17,20,32
II 4 R. van der Weyde x 17,20,32
II 16 R. van der Weyde x 17,31,32
II 17 R. van der Weyde x 17,20,26,28
II 20 R. van der Weyde x 20
II 39 R. van der Weyde x 17,29
II 59 R. van der Weyde x 17
II 69 R. van der Weyde x 17,28,31
II 72 R. van der Weyde x 17,27,30
II 77 Robert Campin x 31,81
II 77 Robert Campin x 31,81
II 77 Robert Campin x 31,81
II 80 Robert Campin x 31,81
II 85 Robert Campin x 25,26,35
II 93 Robert Campin x 35
II 96-97 Robert Campin x 20,31
II 103 Anonymous x 18,20,32
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 126 Garofalo x 25,31
II 133 Rogier Follower x 17
II 140 V. van der Stockt x 26,28
II 143 Campin Follower x 26
II 143 V. van der Stockt x 17,28
III 2 Dieric Bouts x 20,28,31
III 20 Dieric Bouts
III 22 Dieric Bouts
III 24 Dieric Bouts x 27,81


















I 14-15 Jan van Eyck
I 19 Jan van Eyck x 47,50
I 20 Jan van Eyck
I 52 Jan van Eyck x 51
I 73 Petrus Christus x
I 77 Petrus Christus
I 78 Petrus Christus
I 80 Petrus Christus
I 91 Petrus Christus x
I 103 Petrus Christus x 51
I 104 Petrus Christus x
I 109 Petrus Christus
I 111 Petrus Christus
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 16 R. van der Weyden
II 17 R. van der Weyde x 51
II 20 R. van der Weyden
II 39 R. van der Weyden
II 59 R. van der Weyden
II 69 R. van der Weyde x 51
II 72 R. van der Weyden
II 77 Robert Campin
II 77 Robert Campin
II 77 Robert Campin
II 80 Robert Campin
II 85 Robert Campin
II 93 Robert Campin
II 96-97 Robert Campin x 51
II 103 Anonymous x 51
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 126 Garofalo
II 133 Rogier Follower
II 140 V. van der Stockt
II 143 Campin Follower
II 143 V. van der Stockt
III 2 Dieric Bouts
III 20 Dieric Bouts
III 22 Dieric Bouts
III 24 Dieric Bouts x 41(2),42

























I 14-15 Jan van Eyck x 52,53,54
I 19 Jan van Eyck x 52,54 x
I 20 Jan van Eyck x
I 52 Jan van Eyck 54 x
I 73 Petrus Christus
I 77 Petrus Christus 62
I 78 Petrus Christus x
I 80 Petrus Christus
I 91 Petrus Christus
I 103 Petrus Christus
I 104 Petrus Christus
I 109 Petrus Christus 67
I 111 Petrus Christus x 65,66
II 4 R. van der Weyde x 52(2),58(2)
II 4 R. van der Weyde x 52(2),58(2)
II 16 R. van der Weyde x 52
II 17 R. van der Weyde x 52,54
II 20 R. van der Weyden
II 39 R. van der Weyden
II 59 R. van der Weyden
II 69 R. van der Weyde x 52 x
II 72 R. van der Weyde x 52 x
II 77 Robert Campin x 53
II 77 Robert Campin x 53
II 77 Robert Campin x 53
II 80 Robert Campin
II 85 Robert Campin x 56
II 93 Robert Campin x 52,54
II 96-97 Robert Campin x 52(2),54
II 103 Anonymous x 57
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 126 Garofalo x 52
II 133 Rogier Follower
II 140 V. van der Stockt
II 143 Campin Follower
II 143 V. van der Stockt x 52
III 2 Dieric Bouts x 52
III 20 Dieric Bouts
III 22 Dieric Bouts
III 24 Dieric Bouts x 55(2),61(2)










































I 14-15 Jan van Eyck x 68,69
I 19 Jan van Eyck x 72
I 20 Jan van Eyck x 69,70,75 x
I 52 Jan van Eyck x 72
I 73 Petrus Christus
I 77 Petrus Christus 70 x 79
I 78 Petrus Christus x 72
I 80 Petrus Christus
I 91 Petrus Christus x
I 103 Petrus Christus x 69,75 x 79
I 104 Petrus Christus x
I 109 Petrus Christus x 69,70,75(7)
I 111 Petrus Christus x 69,70,75(4)
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 16 R. van der Weyden x 69,70,75(2)
II 17 R. van der Weyden x 70,73,75(3)
II 20 R. van der Weyden
II 39 R. van der Weyden x 70,73
II 59 R. van der Weyden x 78
II 69 R. van der Weyden x 70,75 x 78
II 72 R. van der Weyden x 71,75(2) x 79
II 77 Robert Campin x 68,69,75 x 78
II 77 Robert Campin x 68,69,75 x 78
II 77 Robert Campin x 68,69,75 x 78
II 80 Robert Campin x x 69,75 x 80
II 85 Robert Campin x 69,75
II 93 Robert Campin x 68
II 96-97 Robert Campin x x 68,69,75(3) x 78 x
II 103 Anonymous x 68
II 120 Rogier Follower x 78
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower x 72 x 80
II 124 Rogier Follower x 76
II 124 Rogier Follower x 76
II 126 Garofalo x 69,75
II 133 Rogier Follower x 70 x 78
II 140 V. van der Stockt x 69,75
II 143 Campin Follower
II 143 V. van der Stockt x 70
III 2 Dieric Bouts x 69,75(2) x 78
III 20 Dieric Bouts
III 22 Dieric Bouts x 72,76 x 79
III 24 Dieric Bouts x 69















I 14-15 Jan van Eyck
I 19 Jan van Eyck
I 20 Jan van Eyck
I 52 Jan van Eyck
I 73 Petrus Christus
I 77 Petrus Christus
I 78 Petrus Christus
I 80 Petrus Christus
I 91 Petrus Christus
I 103 Petrus Christus
I 104 Petrus Christus
I 109 Petrus Christus
I 111 Petrus Christus
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 4 R. van der Weyden
II 16 R. van der Weyden
II 17 R. van der Weyde x
II 20 R. van der Weyden
II 39 R. van der Weyden
II 59 R. van der Weyden
II 69 R. van der Weyden
II 72 R. van der Weyden
II 77 Robert Campin x
II 77 Robert Campin x
II 77 Robert Campin x
II 80 Robert Campin x
II 85 Robert Campin
II 93 Robert Campin
II 96-97 Robert Campin
II 103 Anonymous
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 120 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 124 Rogier Follower
II 126 Garofalo
II 133 Rogier Follower
II 140 V. van der Stockt
II 143 Campin Follower x
II 143 V. van der Stockt
III 2 Dieric Bouts
III 20 Dieric Bouts
III 22 Dieric Bouts
III 24 Dieric Bouts




















III 42 Dieric Bouts Annunciation x 1
III 53 Bouts Follower Virgin and Child (New York)
III 60 Albrecht Bouts Annunciation (Munich) x 1,2
III 60 Albrecht Bouts Annunciation (Cleveland) x 1,2
III 60 Albrecht Bouts Annunciation (Berlin) x 1,2
III 61 Albrecht Bouts Virgin Worshipped by Joseph
III 61 Albrecht Bouts Jesus in House of Simon
III 64 Albrecht Bouts Last Supper
III 68 Albrecht Bouts Annunciation (Holy Saturday) x 2
III 76 Albrecht Bouts Annunciation (Aachen) x 1
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy Annunciation (Richmond) x 1,2
III 89 D. Bouts Follower Annunciation (Ehningen) x 1,2
III 90 D. Bouts Follower Annunciation (Cracow) x 2
III 106 Joos van Gent Solon x 1
III 107 Joos van Gent Bartolus x 1
III 108 Joos van Gent St. Albertus Magnus x 1
III 109 Joos van Gent Sixtus IV x 2
III 110 Joos van Gent Plato x 1
III 110 Joos van Gent Aristotle x 2
III 111 Joos van Gent Ptolemy
III 111 Joos van Gent Boethius x 2
III 112 Joos van Gent Cicero x 1
III 112 Joos van Gent Seneca x 3
III 113 Joos van Gent Homer x 2
III 113 Joos van Gent Virgil x 2
III 114 Joos van Gent Euclid
III 114 Joos van Gent Vittorino x 2
III 115 Joos van Gent Hippocrates x 2
III 115 Joos van Gent Pietro d'Albano x 2
III 115 Joos van Gent Dante x 2
III 115 Joos van Gent Petrarca x 2
III 116 Joos van Gent F. Montefeltre w/ Son x 3
III 117 Joos van Gent Montefeltre w/ Son &… x 2
IV 22 H. van der Goes Death of the Virgin x 2 x 7
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy Death of the Virgin (Bruges) x 2 x 7
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy Death of the Virgin (Valenc.) x 2 x 7
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy Death of the Virgin (Berlin) x 1,2 x 7
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy Death of the Virgin (Prague) x 1,2 x 7
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy Death of the Virgin (London) x 1,2 x 6,7
IV 44 Master of 1499 Diptych of Christian de Hondt x 1 x 9
IV 47 Master of 1499 Annunciation (Berlin) x 1
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath. Legend of St. Catherine
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath. Last Supper x 8
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath. Annunciation (Florence) x 1














III 42 Dieric Bouts x 27,29,40
III 53 Bouts Follower
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 27,28
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 27,28
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 27,28
III 61 Albrecht Bouts
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 27,34,81
III 64 Albrecht Bouts x 34,81
III 68 Albrecht Bouts x 17,28,32
III 76 Albrecht Bouts x 27,29,40
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy x 27,29,40
III 89 D. Bouts Follower x 25,27
III 90 D. Bouts Follower x 27,28
III 106 Joos van Gent
III 107 Joos van Gent
III 108 Joos van Gent
III 109 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 116 Joos van Gent x 33,82
III 117 Joos van Gent x 33,82
IV 22 H. van der Goes x 18
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 18
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 17
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 17
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 17
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 18,20,32
IV 44 Master of 1499 x 17,20,29,32
IV 47 Master of 1499 x 20,29
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath. x 17,29
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath. x 21,34,35,81
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath. x 17,20,28,32


















III 42 Dieric Bouts
III 53 Bouts Follower
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 49
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 49
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 49
III 61 Albrecht Bouts
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 41(2),42
III 64 Albrecht Bouts x 41(2),42(3)
III 68 Albrecht Bouts
III 76 Albrecht Bouts
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy x 49
III 89 D. Bouts Follower x 49,51 x
III 90 D. Bouts Follower x 49
III 106 Joos van Gent
III 107 Joos van Gent
III 108 Joos van Gent
III 109 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 116 Joos van Gent
III 117 Joos van Gent
IV 22 H. van der Goes
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 51
IV 44 Master of 1499 x
IV 47 Master of 1499
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath. x 41(6)
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath.

























III 42 Dieric Bouts
III 53 Bouts Follower
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 52
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 55(2),58,61(2)
III 64 Albrecht Bouts x 52,55,56,61(2)
III 68 Albrecht Bouts
III 76 Albrecht Bouts
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy
III 89 D. Bouts Follower x 52 x
III 90 D. Bouts Follower
III 106 Joos van Gent
III 107 Joos van Gent
III 108 Joos van Gent
III 109 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 116 Joos van Gent x 63
III 117 Joos van Gent
IV 22 H. van der Goes x 64
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 64
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 64
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 64,66
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 64,66
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 57,64,66
IV 44 Master of 1499 x 52(5) x
IV 47 Master of 1499 x 52(2),58
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath. x
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath. x 52(4),55(2),58,59(4),61(4)
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath. x 52,57 x










































III 42 Dieric Bouts x 69,75(2)
III 53 Bouts Follower x 72
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x x 69,73,75(3) x 78
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 69,75(2)
III 60 Albrecht Bouts x 69,73,75(2)
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 72,75(2)
III 61 Albrecht Bouts x 69
III 64 Albrecht Bouts x x 69
III 68 Albrecht Bouts x 70,75
III 76 Albrecht Bouts x 75
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy x 75
III 89 D. Bouts Follower x x 69,73,75(2)
III 90 D. Bouts Follower x 75(4)
III 106 Joos van Gent x 69
III 107 Joos van Gent x 69
III 108 Joos van Gent x 69
III 109 Joos van Gent x 69
III 110 Joos van Gent x 69
III 110 Joos van Gent x 69
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent x 69
III 112 Joos van Gent x 69
III 113 Joos van Gent x 69
III 113 Joos van Gent x 69
III 114 Joos van Gent x 69
III 114 Joos van Gent x 69
III 115 Joos van Gent x 69
III 115 Joos van Gent x 69
III 115 Joos van Gent x 69
III 115 Joos van Gent x 69
III 116 Joos van Gent
III 117 Joos van Gent
IV 22 H. van der Goes x 83
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 83
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy x 71
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 70
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 70
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy x 68
IV 44 Master of 1499 x 69,70,75(3)
IV 47 Master of 1499 x 75,83
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath. x 69,70
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath. x x 68,69 x
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath. x 70















III 42 Dieric Bouts
III 53 Bouts Follower
III 60 Albrecht Bouts
III 60 Albrecht Bouts
III 60 Albrecht Bouts
III 61 Albrecht Bouts
III 61 Albrecht Bouts
III 64 Albrecht Bouts
III 68 Albrecht Bouts
III 76 Albrecht Bouts
III 88 Dieric Bouts Copy
III 89 D. Bouts Follower
III 90 D. Bouts Follower
III 106 Joos van Gent
III 107 Joos van Gent
III 108 Joos van Gent
III 109 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 110 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 111 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 112 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 113 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 114 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 115 Joos van Gent
III 116 Joos van Gent
III 117 Joos van Gent
IV 22 H. van der Goes
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 23 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 38 H. vd Goes Copy
IV 44 Master of 1499
IV 47 Master of 1499
IV 50 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 51 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 54 Mstr. St. Cath.




















IV 75 Rogier Follower Annunciation (Private) x 4
IV 91 Colijn de Coter Virgin and Child (Chicago) x 1
IV 92 Colijn de Coter Virgin w/ St. Luke x 1 x 8
IV 101 de Coter WorkshoLast Supper
IV 106 H. van der Goes Portrait of a Man (New York)
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule St. Catherine w/ Philosophers x 3 x 8
IV 112 Colijn de Coter Christ and Sorrowing Virgin
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko Untitled
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath. Christ at the Column x 9
IV 121 Mstr. Evora Annunciation/Birth of Virgin x 4
V 11 Geertgen Virgin and Child (Berlin)
V 11 Geertgen Virgin and Child (Milan)
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick Annunciation (Glasgow) x 1
V 23 Jan Mostaert Holy Family x 2
V 25 Anonymous Birth of St. John
V 29 Mstr. Virgin Annunciation (Rotterdam) x 1
V 29 Mstr. Virgin Last Supper
V 31 Mstr. Virgin Annunciation (Madrid) x 4
V 32 Mstr. Virgin Annunciation (Salzburg) x 2,4
V 34 Mstr. Virgin Annunciation (Amersfoort) x 4
V 41 Mstr. Virgin Annunciation (Aachen) x 1
V 54 Jerome Bosch Marriage at Cana
V 95 Jerome Bosch Seven Deadly Sins x 1,2,3 x 6,7,13
V 117 Jerome Bosch Death of the Miser
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy Virgin with Angels
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling Diptych M. van Nieuwenhove x 1
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling Devotional Triptych x 1
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling Annunciation (New York) x 1 x 12
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling Diptych V & C w/ Donor x 1
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling Virgin and Child w/ Angel x 1
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling V & C w/ Angel (Berlin) x 1
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling V & C w/ Donor (Ottawa)
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling Annunciation (Glasgow) x 1,2
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower Virgin and Child (New York) x 1
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower Annunciation (Madrid) x 1
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula Portrait of a Man (Phil.)
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula Virgin and Child w/ Angel x 2
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli Portrait Shutters x 1,2
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli Female Saint w/ Donors x 1
VI (2) 181 Gerard David St. Anne Altarpiece
VI (2) 186 Gerard David Annunciation (New York) x 1
VI (2) 189 Gerard David Annunciation (Detroit) x 1
VI (2) 189 Gerard David Annunciation (Frankfurt) x 1
VI (2) 204 Gerard David Christ Standing














IV 75 Rogier Follower x 17,20,28
IV 91 Colijn de Coter x 17,23
IV 92 Colijn de Coter x 26
IV 101 de Coter Worksho x 35,81
IV 106 H. van der Goes
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule x 17
IV 112 Colijn de Coter
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko x 20,33
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 121 Mstr. Evora x 17,20,26,29
V 11 Geertgen
V 11 Geertgen x 17
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick x 17,29,36
V 23 Jan Mostaert x 20,26,81
V 25 Anonymous x 17,25
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 17
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 34,81
V 31 Mstr. Virgin x 18,28(2)
V 32 Mstr. Virgin x 17
V 34 Mstr. Virgin x 17,28
V 41 Mstr. Virgin x 17,28
V 54 Jerome Bosch x 22,27(2),34,81
V 95 Jerome Bosch x 18,20,26,32(3),35(3),36,81(3)
V 117 Jerome Bosch x 17,25
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling x 17,20,28
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling x 20
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling x 28
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling x 34
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling x 26
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling x 17,20,30,34
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower x 17,28
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula x 21
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (2) 181 Gerard David x 17,19
VI (2) 186 Gerard David x 17,26,28
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x 17,28,32
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x 17,31
VI (2) 204 Gerard David x 31


















IV 75 Rogier Follower
IV 91 Colijn de Coter x 41,49
IV 92 Colijn de Coter
IV 101 de Coter Workshop
IV 106 H. van der Goes
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule
IV 112 Colijn de Coter
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 121 Mstr. Evora
V 11 Geertgen
V 11 Geertgen
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick
V 23 Jan Mostaert
V 25 Anonymous
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x
V 29 Mstr. Virgin
V 31 Mstr. Virgin x
V 32 Mstr. Virgin
V 34 Mstr. Virgin
V 41 Mstr. Virgin
V 54 Jerome Bosch x 41(5)
V 95 Jerome Bosch
V 117 Jerome Bosch
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling x 51
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling x 49
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling x 51
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (2) 181 Gerard David
VI (2) 186 Gerard David
VI (2) 189 Gerard David
VI (2) 189 Gerard David
VI (2) 204 Gerard David

























IV 75 Rogier Follower x 52
IV 91 Colijn de Coter x 52(2),54
IV 92 Colijn de Coter x
IV 101 de Coter Worksho x 55,56
IV 106 H. van der Goes
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule
IV 112 Colijn de Coter
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko x 52(3),54,57,58(2),59 x
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 121 Mstr. Evora x 52(2),54,55
V 11 Geertgen
V 11 Geertgen
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick
V 23 Jan Mostaert x 52,55,58,59(2),61
V 25 Anonymous x 54,59
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 52
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 52(2),53,55,59(2),61(5)
V 31 Mstr. Virgin
V 32 Mstr. Virgin
V 34 Mstr. Virgin x 52
V 41 Mstr. Virgin x 52
V 54 Jerome Bosch x 52(8),55,58,59,61(5)
V 95 Jerome Bosch x 52(5),54,55(2)
V 117 Jerome Bosch x 63
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy x
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling x
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling x
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling x 52
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling x 52 x
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling x 52(2) x
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower x
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula x 52,59
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli x
VI (2) 181 Gerard David x 52,54
VI (2) 186 Gerard David
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x
VI (2) 189 Gerard David
VI (2) 204 Gerard David










































IV 75 Rogier Follower x 70,75
IV 91 Colijn de Coter x 70
IV 92 Colijn de Coter x x
IV 101 de Coter Workshop x 69
IV 106 H. van der Goes
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule x 70
IV 112 Colijn de Coter x
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko x 72 x
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath. x 72 x
IV 121 Mstr. Evora x 69,70,75
V 11 Geertgen x 72
V 11 Geertgen x x 70
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick x 70,75
V 23 Jan Mostaert x x 69(2),77
V 25 Anonymous x 70
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 70
V 29 Mstr. Virgin x 69
V 31 Mstr. Virgin x 75(2)
V 32 Mstr. Virgin x 70
V 34 Mstr. Virgin x 70
V 41 Mstr. Virgin x 70
V 54 Jerome Bosch x 69,72
V 95 Jerome Bosch x 68,69,75
V 117 Jerome Bosch x x 70
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy x 76 x 80
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling x 76 x 78,80 x
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling x x 76
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling x 70
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling x 76 x
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling x 72
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling x 72
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling x 72
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling x 70,75
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower x 70
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula x 68,72,75
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli x 78
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli x 72
VI (2) 181 Gerard David x 68,70
VI (2) 186 Gerard David x 70,75(2)
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x 70,75
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x 70,75(2)
VI (2) 204 Gerard David















IV 75 Rogier Follower
IV 91 Colijn de Coter
IV 92 Colijn de Coter
IV 101 de Coter Workshop
IV 106 H. van der Goes
IV 110 Mstr. St. Gudule
IV 112 Colijn de Coter
IV 118 Mstr. Khanenko
IV 119 Mstr. St. Cath.
IV 121 Mstr. Evora
V 11 Geertgen
V 11 Geertgen
V 18 Mstr. Brunswick x
V 23 Jan Mostaert
V 25 Anonymous
V 29 Mstr. Virgin
V 29 Mstr. Virgin
V 31 Mstr. Virgin
V 32 Mstr. Virgin
V 34 Mstr. Virgin
V 41 Mstr. Virgin
V 54 Jerome Bosch
V 95 Jerome Bosch
V 117 Jerome Bosch
VI (1) 49 Memling Copy
VI (1) 52-53 Hans Memling
VI (1) 66 Hans Memling
VI (1) 79 Hans Memling
VI (1) 98 Hans Memling
VI (1) 102 Hans Memling
VI (1) 104 Hans Memling
VI (1) 107 Hans Memling
VI (1) 125 Hans Memling
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 131 Memling Follower
VI (1) 143 Mstr. Ursula
VI (1) 144 Mstr. Ursula x
VI (1) 148 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (1) 149 Mstr. Baroncelli
VI (2) 181 Gerard David
VI (2) 186 Gerard David x
VI (2) 189 Gerard David x
VI (2) 189 Gerard David
VI (2) 204 Gerard David




















VI (2) 209 David Replica Virgin and Child (Brussels) x 2
VI (2) 210 David Replica Virgin and Child (Genoa) x 2
VI (2) 211 Gerard David Virgin and Child (Fullerton) x 2
VI (2) 212 David Copy Virgin and Child (Strasbourg) x 2
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. Vision of Augustine x 2
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. Death of Augustine x 3 x 6(3),7
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy Legend of St. Nicholas x 6
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula Annunciation Altarpiece x 1,2
VII 7 Quentin Massys Death of St. Anne x 7
VII 28 Quentin Massys Virgin and Child (Louvre)
VII 34 Quentin Massys Jesus and John as Boys
VII 40 Quentin Massys Portrait of Erasmus x 1,2
VII 41 Quentin Massys Portrait of Peter Giles x 2
VII 42 Massys Copy Portrait of Erasmus (Amster) x 1
VII 42 Massys Replica Portrait of Peter Giles (Antw) x 2
VII 42 Massys Copy Portrait of Erasmus (NY) x 1
VII 42 Massys Replica Portrait of Peter Giles (Paris) x 2
VII 62 Quentin Massys Virgin and Child (Munich) x 6
VII 62 Massys Copy Virgin and Child (London) x 6
VII 64 Quentin Massys St. Jerome x 2,5 x 6
VII 65 Massys WorkshopMagdelene Reading x 1 x 6
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison Jesus in House of Simon
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi Holy Family
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten Annunciation (Philadelphia) x 1
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort Birth of the Virgin x 13
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort Death of the Virgin x 2,3 x 7
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison Jesus in House of Simon
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison Death of the Virgin x 1 x 7
VIII 14 Jan Gossart Portraits of Husband & Wife x 1(2)
VIII 30 Jan Gossart Virgin and Child x 1
VIII 30 Gossart Copy Virgin and Child x 1
VIII 30 Gossart Copy Virgin and Child x 1
VIII 76 B. van Orley Annunciation x 4
VIII 76 B. van Orley Death of the Virgin x 1,2,3 x 6,7
VIII 81 B. van Orley Altar of Visitations of Job
VIII 90 B. van Orley Birth of John the Baptist
VIII 91 B. van Orley Virgin and Child w/ Saints x 1
VIII 92 B. van Orley Birth of the Virgin
VIII 94 B. van Orley Annunciation (Seven Sorrows x 1
VIII 94 B. van Orley Christ Appears (7 Sorrows) x 4
VIII 100 B. van Orley Virgin & Child w/ St. Cath.
VIII 101 B. van Orley Annunciation (Oslo) x 1
VIII 101 B. van Orley Annunciation (Cambridge) x 1 x 10
VIII 107 B. van Orley Christ at Home of his Mother x 1














VI (2) 209 David Replica x 20,27,81
VI (2) 210 David Replica x 20,27,81
VI (2) 211 Gerard David x 20,27,81
VI (2) 212 David Copy x 27,81
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x 26,32,40,82
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x 17,81
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy x 18(3),20(2),32(2),81
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula x 17,28,32
VII 7 Quentin Massys x 17
VII 28 Quentin Massys x 17
VII 34 Quentin Massys x 18
VII 40 Quentin Massys x 40,83
VII 41 Quentin Massys x 40,83
VII 42 Massys Copy x 83
VII 42 Massys Replica x 40,83
VII 42 Massys Copy x 83
VII 42 Massys Replica x 40,83
VII 62 Quentin Massys x 17
VII 62 Massys Copy x 17
VII 64 Quentin Massys x 40,82,83
VII 65 Massys Workshop x 17,83
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison x 81
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi x 17
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten x 17,28,31
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 17,20
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 17,28
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison x 81
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison x 17
VIII 14 Jan Gossart x 20, 28(2)
VIII 30 Jan Gossart x 33
VIII 30 Gossart Copy x 33
VIII 30 Gossart Copy x 33
VIII 76 B. van Orley x 17,28,32
VIII 76 B. van Orley x 17,20,26
VIII 81 B. van Orley x 17(2),20,22,81
VIII 90 B. van Orley x 17,28
VIII 91 B. van Orley
VIII 92 B. van Orley x 17,28
VIII 94 B. van Orley x 17,28
VIII 94 B. van Orley x 19,28
VIII 100 B. van Orley x 17
VIII 101 B. van Orley x 17,28
VIII 101 B. van Orley x 17,20,29
VIII 107 B. van Orley x 17,28


















VI (2) 209 David Replica
VI (2) 210 David Replica
VI (2) 211 Gerard David
VI (2) 212 David Copy
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August.
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x 41
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula
VII 7 Quentin Massys
VII 28 Quentin Massys x 42
VII 34 Quentin Massys
VII 40 Quentin Massys
VII 41 Quentin Massys
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 62 Quentin Massys
VII 62 Massys Copy
VII 64 Quentin Massys
VII 65 Massys Workshop
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison x
VIII 14 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 76 B. van Orley
VIII 76 B. van Orley
VIII 81 B. van Orley x 41
VIII 90 B. van Orley
VIII 91 B. van Orley
VIII 92 B. van Orley
VIII 94 B. van Orley
VIII 94 B. van Orley
VIII 100 B. van Orley
VIII 101 B. van Orley
VIII 101 B. van Orley
VIII 107 B. van Orley

























VI (2) 209 David Replica x 52,53,61
VI (2) 210 David Replica x 52,53,61
VI (2) 211 Gerard David x 52,53,61
VI (2) 212 David Copy x 61
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August.
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x 52,54,55(3),64,65,66 x x
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy x 52(2),67
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula
VII 7 Quentin Massys
VII 28 Quentin Massys x 55,61
VII 34 Quentin Massys
VII 40 Quentin Massys
VII 41 Quentin Massys x 58
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica x 58
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica x 58
VII 62 Quentin Massys
VII 62 Massys Copy
VII 64 Quentin Massys
VII 65 Massys Workshop
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison x 52,55(2),59(2)
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten X 62
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 52,60
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 65,66
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison x 55,60(4),61(2)
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison x 66
VIII 14 Jan Gossart x 57
VIII 30 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 76 B. van Orley
VIII 76 B. van Orley x 58,66
VIII 81 B. van Orley x 52(4),53,54,55(2),57(2),58(2),59(2)
VIII 90 B. van Orley x 54
VIII 91 B. van Orley
VIII 92 B. van Orley x 52,54
VIII 94 B. van Orley x
VIII 94 B. van Orley
VIII 100 B. van Orley x
VIII 101 B. van Orley
VIII 101 B. van Orley x 52
VIII 107 B. van Orley










































VI (2) 209 David Replica
VI (2) 210 David Replica
VI (2) 211 Gerard David
VI (2) 212 David Copy x 69
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x 75(2)
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August. x x 68,70
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy x 70
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula x 69,70,75
VII 7 Quentin Massys x 70
VII 28 Quentin Massys x 70 x 79
VII 34 Quentin Massys x 70
VII 40 Quentin Massys
VII 41 Quentin Massys
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 62 Quentin Massys x 70
VII 62 Massys Copy x 70
VII 64 Quentin Massys
VII 65 Massys Workshop x 70
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison x 69
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi x 70
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten x 70,75(2)
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 71
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort x 70
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison x 69
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison x 70
VIII 14 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 76 B. van Orley x 70
VIII 76 B. van Orley x x 68,70,73,76 x 80
VIII 81 B. van Orley x 69,70 x
VIII 90 B. van Orley x 68,70 x
VIII 91 B. van Orley x 72 x 78
VIII 92 B. van Orley x 70
VIII 94 B. van Orley x 70
VIII 94 B. van Orley x 70
VIII 100 B. van Orley x 70,75
VIII 101 B. van Orley x 70
VIII 101 B. van Orley x x 68,70 x 80
VIII 107 B. van Orley x 70















VI (2) 209 David Replica x
VI (2) 210 David Replica
VI (2) 211 Gerard David
VI (2) 212 David Copy x
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August.
VI (2) 241 Mstr. St. August.
VI (2) 242 Mstr. St. Lucy x
VI (2) 254 Mstr. Ursula x
VII 7 Quentin Massys
VII 28 Quentin Massys
VII 34 Quentin Massys
VII 40 Quentin Massys
VII 41 Quentin Massys
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 42 Massys Copy
VII 42 Massys Replica
VII 62 Quentin Massys
VII 62 Massys Copy
VII 64 Quentin Massys
VII 65 Massys Workshop
VII 74 Mstr. Morrison
VII 79 Mstr. Mansi
VII 84 Mstr. Hoogstraten
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort
VII 100 Mstr. Frankfort
VII 123 Mstr. Morrison
VII 131 Mstr. Morrison
VIII 14 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Jan Gossart
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 30 Gossart Copy
VIII 76 B. van Orley
VIII 76 B. van Orley
VIII 81 B. van Orley
VIII 90 B. van Orley
VIII 91 B. van Orley
VIII 92 B. van Orley
VIII 94 B. van Orley x
VIII 94 B. van Orley
VIII 100 B. van Orley
VIII 101 B. van Orley x
VIII 101 B. van Orley x
VIII 107 B. van Orley




















VIII 115 Orley Copy Virgin and Child w/Donor x 1
VIII 115 Orley Copy Virgin and Child w/ Donor x 1
VIII 116 Orley Copy Virgin and Child (Los Angeles x 1
VIII 116 B. van Orley Virgin and Child (Brussels) x 1
VIII 121 B. van Orley Portrait of Physician x 1,2
VIII 123 B. van Orley Portrait of Jean Carondelet x 1
VIII 125 B. van Orley Portrait of Minister of State x 2
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo Birth of the Virgin
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo Jesus in House of Simon
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo Death of the Virgin x 1 x 6
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo Christ Taking Leave
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo Birth of the Virgin x 6
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest Death of the Virgin x 7
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve Death of the Virgin (Cologne) x 1,2 x 7,13
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve Death of the Virgin (Munich) x 1,3 x 6(3),7
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve Last Supper
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve Annunciation (New York) x 5 x 10,13
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve St. Jerome x 1 x 6
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve St. Jerome (Nordstemmen) x 1 x 6
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve CopySt. Jerome (Philadelphia) x 1 x 6
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve St. Jerome x 1 x 6
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve CopySt. Jerome (Salzburg) x 1 x 6
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve CopySt. Jerome x 1 x 6
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve CopyVirgin and Child x 6
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve CopyVirgin and Child x 1
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve Virgin and Child (Vienna)
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve CopyHoly Family (64b)
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve Holy Family (New York)
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve CopyHoly Family (65b)
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve Portrait of a Man x 2
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve Portrait of Couple (Florence) x 6
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve Joseph and Potiphar's Wife
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost Annunciation (Stourhead) x 3
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost Birth of the Virgin x 10
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost Annunciation (Rotterdam) x 1
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost Christ Appears to his Mother x 4
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost Annunciation x 1
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost Annunciation (Genoa) x 1 x 6(3)
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost Virgin and Child (Strasbourg)
X 13 Jan Mostaert Feast of Pentecost x 1,2 x 9
X 15 Jan Mostaert Holy Family x 2
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar Christ Appears to his Mother
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz Christ in House of Lazarus
X 86 Lucas van LeydenLast Supper














VIII 115 Orley Copy x 81
VIII 115 Orley Copy x 81
VIII 116 Orley Copy x 81
VIII 116 B. van Orley x 81
VIII 121 B. van Orley x 83
VIII 123 B. van Orley x 82
VIII 125 B. van Orley x 83
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo x 17,20,32
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo x 35,81
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo x 17,28
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo x 17
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo x 17,81
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest x 17,20
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve x 17,20,22
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve x 17,20,28
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve x 34(2),81
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve x 17,20,26,28,34
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 82,83
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 82,83
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 82,83
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 82,83
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 82,83
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 82,83
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve Copy x 81
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve x 81
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve Copy x 81
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve x 81
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve x 40
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve x 17
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost x 17,22,28
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x 17,20
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x 31
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost x 20,28,31
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost x 17,28,31
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost x 17,20,24,31,32
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost
X 13 Jan Mostaert x 28,31(2)
X 15 Jan Mostaert x 20,26,81
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar x 26,28
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz x 21,26
X 86 Lucas van Leyden x 27,34,36,81(2)


















VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 116 Orley Copy
VIII 116 B. van Orley
VIII 121 B. van Orley
VIII 123 B. van Orley
VIII 125 B. van Orley
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve x 51
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve x 42,51
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 42,51
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 42,51
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 42,51
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 42,51
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 42,51
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve Copy x 50
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve x 50
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve Copy x 50
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve x 50,51
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve Copy x 51
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve x 51
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost x
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost
X 13 Jan Mostaert
X 15 Jan Mostaert
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz
X 86 Lucas van Leyden

























VIII 115 Orley Copy x
VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 116 Orley Copy x
VIII 116 B. van Orley x
VIII 121 B. van Orley
VIII 123 B. van Orley x x
VIII 125 B. van Orley
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo x 52(3)
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo x 52(2),55,58,61
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo x 54
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo x 53,54(3),60
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest x 57,60,65,66
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve x 53,54,65,66 X
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve x 52,65,66 x
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve x 55,57,58,60,61(4)
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve x 53,54 x
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 65
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 53,54,65
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 65
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 65
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 65
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve Copy x 62
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve Copy x 55,61
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve x 61
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve Copy x 55,57
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve x 55,61
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve x 63
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x 57,58,59
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost x
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost x 52
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost x 62
X 13 Jan Mostaert x 53
X 15 Jan Mostaert x 52,55,58,59(2),61
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz x 52(6),55
X 86 Lucas van Leyden x 52(3),54,55,59,60(3)61(2)










































VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 115 Orley Copy x 69,83
VIII 116 Orley Copy x 80
VIII 116 B. van Orley x 80
VIII 121 B. van Orley x
VIII 123 B. van Orley x
VIII 125 B. van Orley
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo x 68,79,70 x 79
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo x 69,74 x 79
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo x 70
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo x 70
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo x 68,69,70
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest x 70
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve x 68,70,76(2) x 80
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve x 69,70
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve x 69,72 x 78
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve x x 69,70,75 x 80 x
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 69
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 69
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 69
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve x 83
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 83
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy x 83
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve Copy x 72
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve Copy x 72
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve x 77
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve x 83
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve x 70
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost x 70
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x 69,70
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x 69,72,75(2)
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost x 69,75(2)
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost x 70,77(2)
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost x x 70,75(6)
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost
X 13 Jan Mostaert x 68
X 15 Jan Mostaert x 69,77
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz x 69
X 86 Lucas van Leyden x 69















VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 115 Orley Copy
VIII 116 Orley Copy
VIII 116 B. van Orley
VIII 121 B. van Orley
VIII 123 B. van Orley
VIII 125 B. van Orley
VIII 129 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 130 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 132 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo
VIII 133 J. van Coninxloo
IX (1) 5 Jan Joest
IX (1) 33 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 35 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 45 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 47 Joos van Cleve x
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 57 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 57 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 71 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 72 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 77 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 81 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 82 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 82 J. van Cleve Copy
IX (1) 106 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 125 Joos van Cleve
IX (1) 132 C. van Cleve
IX (2) 144 Jan Provost x
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x
IX (2) 148 Jan Provost x
IX (2) 149 Jan Provost
IX (2) 164 Jan Provost
IX (2) 165 Jan Provost
IX (2) 180 Jan Provost
X 13 Jan Mostaert
X 15 Jan Mostaert
X 34 Mstr. Alkmaar
X 69 C. Engelbrechtsz
X 86 Lucas van Leyden




















X 104 Lucas van LeydenLegend of St. Sebastian x 15
X 109 Lucas van LeydenThe Card Players
X 109 Lucas van LeydenThe Card Players
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death Last Supper
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death Death of the Virgin x 1,3 x 7,13
X 122 Mstr. Delft Christ takes Leave of Women
XI 7 Pseudo Bles Birth of St. John x 13
XI 11 Jan de Beer St. Luke Painting the Virgin x 4 x 11
XI 12 Jan de Beer Legend of the Prodigal Son
XI 15 Jan de Beer Death of St. Dominic x 1 x 6,7
XI 20 Jan de Beer Birth of the Virgin x 6
XI 21 Jan de Beer Annunciation x 1 x 6,11
XI 31 Anonymous Last Supper
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador. Annunciation
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador. Altarpiece Shutters x 1
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens Death of the Virgin x 6,7,10,13
XI 70 Master of 1518 Annunciation x 1
XI 72 Master of 1518 Annunciation to Joachim x 1
XI 75 Master of 1518 Christ in House of Simon
XI 84 Master of 1518 Birth of the Virgin x 9,10
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt Annunciation x 1
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt Annunciation x 1 x 6(2)
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt Virgin Enthroned x 1
XI 180 A. Benson Portrait of a Man 
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus Portrait of Husband and Wife
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd. Annunciation (Brussels) x 1
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd. Holy Family x 6(2),10
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half Annunciation x 1
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half Virgin and Child
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half Virgin and Child (New York)
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Paris) x 1
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (86) x 4
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (87) x 1
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Buenos Aires x 1
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (89) x 1
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (91)
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (92) x 1
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (93)
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Düsseldorf) x 2 x 6
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (95) x 2 x 6
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Hamburg) x 1
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Rotterdam) x 1
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Turin) x 1
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half The Magdelene (Poznan)














X 104 Lucas van Leyden x 17,81
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x 36,81
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x 20,81
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death x 27,37(2),81
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death x 17,26,32
X 122 Mstr. Delft x 26,27
XI 7 Pseudo Bles x 17,20,28,32
XI 11 Jan de Beer x 17,21,27,81
XI 12 Jan de Beer x 17,20,81
XI 15 Jan de Beer x 18,25,32
XI 20 Jan de Beer x 17,21,31,81
XI 21 Jan de Beer x 17,20,25,27,28,31
XI 31 Anonymous x 35(2),36,81
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador. x 20,26,29
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador. x 17
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens x 17,31,81
XI 70 Master of 1518 x 17,21,29
XI 72 Master of 1518 x 17,20,27
XI 75 Master of 1518 x 81(3)
XI 84 Master of 1518 x 17(2),20,32,81
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt x 17,29
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt x 17,20,31
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 180 A. Benson x 20
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x 17,28,32
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x 20,28,31
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half x 17,26,28
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x 17,33,81
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x 31,33,81
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 82
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 34,81,82
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 17,21,81
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 83
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 34,83
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 83
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 83
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 20,83
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81


















X 104 Lucas van Leyden
X 109 Lucas van Leyden
X 109 Lucas van Leyden
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death
X 122 Mstr. Delft
XI 7 Pseudo Bles
XI 11 Jan de Beer
XI 12 Jan de Beer
XI 15 Jan de Beer
XI 20 Jan de Beer x
XI 21 Jan de Beer x 41,51
XI 31 Anonymous
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador.
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador.
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens x 51(2)
XI 70 Master of 1518
XI 72 Master of 1518
XI 75 Master of 1518 x 49(2),50
XI 84 Master of 1518 x 41
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 180 A. Benson
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus x
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd.
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd.
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half

























X 104 Lucas van Leyden x 53,59
X 109 Lucas van Leyden
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x 57
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death x 54,55,58,60
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death x 66
X 122 Mstr. Delft x 52(2),55(3)
XI 7 Pseudo Bles x 52(3),54,55
XI 11 Jan de Beer x 53,54 x
XI 12 Jan de Beer x 52(3),55(3),58,59,60
XI 15 Jan de Beer x 67
XI 20 Jan de Beer x 52(2),53,54,55,57,58,59(3)
XI 21 Jan de Beer x 57
XI 31 Anonymous x 55(7),58,60,61(5)
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador. x 52,55
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador.
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens x 52(2),55,58,65,66
XI 70 Master of 1518 x 52,53,54,55,62
XI 72 Master of 1518 x 52(2),53,54,55(3),59
XI 75 Master of 1518 x 55(2),58(3),59(2),61(4)
XI 84 Master of 1518 x 52(2),59,61
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt x 53,54,62 x
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 180 A. Benson
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x 62
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x Andirons, Cookpot x
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x 61
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58 x
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 52,53,55,58
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half x 58










































X 104 Lucas van Leyden x 69,70
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x 69
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x 69
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death x 69,72
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death x 70,75(3)
X 122 Mstr. Delft x 75
XI 7 Pseudo Bles x 69,70
XI 11 Jan de Beer x 68,70,74,75
XI 12 Jan de Beer x 69,70
XI 15 Jan de Beer x x 70,83
XI 20 Jan de Beer x 69,70 x
XI 21 Jan de Beer x 69,70,77(3)
XI 31 Anonymous x 69,72
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador. x 72
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador. x 70
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens x x 69,70
XI 70 Master of 1518 x x 69,70
XI 72 Master of 1518 x 69,70,75
XI 75 Master of 1518 x 69,72 x
XI 84 Master of 1518 x x 69,70
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt x 69,70 x 80
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt x 69,70
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt x 72
XI 180 A. Benson
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x 70,75 x
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd. x 69,77(2)
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half x 70,75
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69,70
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x 83
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69,70
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 73
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half















X 104 Lucas van Leyden
X 109 Lucas van Leyden
X 109 Lucas van Leyden x
X 112 Mstr. Amst. Death
X 113 Mstr. Amst. Death
X 122 Mstr. Delft
XI 7 Pseudo Bles
XI 11 Jan de Beer
XI 12 Jan de Beer
XI 15 Jan de Beer
XI 20 Jan de Beer x
XI 21 Jan de Beer x
XI 31 Anonymous
XI 54 Mstr. Ant. Ador.
XI 60 Mstr. Ant. Ador.
XI 68 Mstr. Amiens
XI 70 Master of 1518
XI 72 Master of 1518
XI 75 Master of 1518
XI 84 Master of 1518
XI 108 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 122 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 138 A. Ysenbrandt
XI 180 A. Benson
XI 194-195 P. Pourbus
XII 1 Mstr. Leg. Magd.
XII 15 Mstr. Leg. Magd.
XII 33 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 38 Mstr. Fem. Half x
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 42 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 43 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 44 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half




















XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half Three Women Musicians x 1,2
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half Lucretia x 6
XII 61 J. Bellegambe Jeanne de Boubais x 1
XII 78 Pieter Coeck Joseph and Potiphar's Wife
XII 80 Pieter Coeck Last Supper
XII 91 Mv ReymerswaeleVirgin and Child (Madrid) x 2
XII 92 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (Madrid) x 5 x 6
XII 92 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (Madrid) x 5 x 6
XII 92 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (Douai) x 5 x 6
XII 93 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (Berlin) x 5 x 6
XII 93 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (164) x 5 x 6
XII 93 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (165) x 5 x 6
XII 93 Mv ReymerswaeleSt. Jerome (166) x 5 x 6
XII 111 J. van Hemessen Virgin Suckling the Child
XII 117 J. van Hemessen Loose Company
XII 118 J. van Hemessen Woman Playing the Spinet
XII 119 J. van Hemessen Woman Weighing Gold
XII 147 J. van AmsterdamDeath of St. Anne x 7














XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half x 81
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half x 17,20,81
XII 61 J. Bellegambe x 17,21,28,31
XII 78 Pieter Coeck x 17
XII 80 Pieter Coeck x 34(3),81
XII 91 Mv Reymerswaele x 20
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,82
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x 82,83
XII 111 J. van Hemessen
XII 117 J. van Hemessen x 17,35,81
XII 118 J. van Hemessen x 35,81
XII 119 J. van Hemessen x 81
XII 147 J. van Amsterdam x 18,81


















XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 61 J. Bellegambe x
XII 78 Pieter Coeck
XII 80 Pieter Coeck x 41
XII 91 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 111 J. van Hemessen
XII 117 J. van Hemessen x 42
XII 118 J. van Hemessen x 51(2)
XII 119 J. van Hemessen
XII 147 J. van Amsterdam

























XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half x 52,55(2),67
XII 61 J. Bellegambe x 58
XII 78 Pieter Coeck x 60,67
XII 80 Pieter Coeck x 55,60(4),61(3)
XII 91 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 111 J. van Hemessen
XII 117 J. van Hemessen x 52
XII 118 J. van Hemessen x 58
XII 119 J. van Hemessen x 58
XII 147 J. van Amsterdam x 57,59,60










































XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half x 69,70
XII 61 J. Bellegambe x x 69,75,77
XII 78 Pieter Coeck x 70
XII 80 Pieter Coeck x x 69 x 79
XII 91 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele x x 69
XII 111 J. van Hemessen
XII 117 J. van Hemessen x x 70
XII 118 J. van Hemessen x x 69
XII 119 J. van Hemessen
XII 147 J. van Amsterdam x 69,70 x 78















XII 45 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 46 Mstr. Fem. Half
XII 61 J. Bellegambe
XII 78 Pieter Coeck
XII 80 Pieter Coeck
XII 91 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 92 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 93 Mv Reymerswaele
XII 111 J. van Hemessen
XII 117 J. van Hemessen
XII 118 J. van Hemessen
XII 119 J. van Hemessen
XII 147 J. van Amsterdam
XII 201 J. van Scorel  
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